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A theory is developed of instability of a current- carrying plasma at electron- cyclotron frequencies;
the nonlinear stage of the process is investigated. The anomalous resistance that results from cyclotron harmonic build-up is determined. In the given case, the appearance of the anomalous resistance
itself (anomalous scattering of electrons by vibrations) leads to stabilization of the instability. The
idea of the approach to nonlinear saturation of instabilities of the kind considered here is that use is
made of the analogy between the role of ordinary binary collisions and of particle scattering by vibrations created in an unstable plasma.
INTRODUCTION

T HE anomalously large plasma resistance observed in
many experiments was attributed to ion-sound instability. In the weak-turbulence theory, formulas were obtained for the electric- conductivity coefficient in the
presence of ion-sound instability[I]. The ion-sound
instability can occur, however, only in the case of
strong non-isothermy, Te »Ti . Yet an anomalous resistance is produced also when this condition is not
satisfied, particularly in collisionless shock waves [2 ,3J.
In these experiments, the electric current flows perpendicular to the magnetic field. This can produce in the
plasma various instabilities of the two-stream type.
Whenever the ion drift velocity vd relative to the electrons is smaller than the thermal velocity of the electrons, these instabilities, which have a maximum increment of the order of the hybrid frequency
y ~ (m e /mi)1/2 WHe , can lead to an anomalous resistance
of the plasma[4-8 J . In some cases, however, for example in collisionless shock waves, these instabilities,
which have a relatively small increment, do not have
time to develop and can therefore not be responsible
for the anomalous resistance. The anomalous resistance may then be caused by instabilities of the electron-cyclotron oscillations, which have been under lively
discussion recently[ 9-18J. These oscillations propagate
perpendicular or almost perpendicular to the magnetic
field and have frequencies on the order of nWHe'
If current flows in the plasma, the electron- cyclotron oscillations can become unstable. When the drift
velocity is high enough, a hydrodynamic instability of
the two-stream type sets in, with a growth increment
that is maximal in the region of intersection of the frequencies of the electron-cyclotron branch and of the
beam branch [9J , or else when the electron- cyclotron
branch intersects the ion-sound branch[9-11,13,14 J . A
kinetic instability of the type observed in waves with
negative energy sets in at low drift velocities [11-13,16J
The present paper deals with the nonlinear stage of
instability at electron-cyclotron frequencies and their
harmonics in a plasma with a transverse current, and
with the determination of the value of the anomalous

resistance. It is shown that the main mechanism leading to saturation of the oscillations in the caSe of kinetic
instability, and also to hydrodynamic instability at Ti
:G T e' is the electronic nonlinearity (in contrast to the
ion- sound instability, for which the mechanis m of saturation of the oscillations as a result of induced scattering of the waves by ions is important[19 J ). The presenceof unstable oscillations leads to the appearance of
strong scattering of the electrons by the turbulent pulsations of the electric field. In this case the presence
of an effective collision frequency leads to stabilization
of the instabilityl) •
A somewhat different picture arises at T »T i . In
this case the appearance of the effective colrision frequency may not lead to saturation of the oscillations, but
only to a decrease of the increment. Utilization of
strong-turbulence theory[21 J shows that in this case, at
a sufficiently high noise level, the nonlinear stage of the
electron- cyclotron instability goes over into an ionsound instability.
It should be noted that the transition of the nonlinear
stage of the electron-cyclotron instability into ionsound instability of a plasma without a magnetic field
was first pointed out in a numerical experiment[lSJ.
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1. LINEAR THEORY OF THE INSTABILITY OF A
CURRENT-CARRYING PLASMA AT CYCLOTRON
HARMONICS

The dispersion equation for potential electron-cyclotron oscillations in a plasma with a current flowing
perpendicular to the constant magnetic field is of the
form
1

+ 6e, + Oe, =

0;

(1)

(2)
2w p /

-

Ile'=-k',[l+il'rrz,W(z,)];
Uri

(3)

1) Investigations of the anomalous resistance due to kinetic instability at cyclotron harmonics were briefly reported by Galeev et aI. [20]
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In this case zi »1, I/'(zi) ~ -1/2 zL and the difference
nWH- k'Vd coincides with the ion-sound frequency ws:
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We choose a reference frame in which the electrons
are at rest. Expression (2) is valid for oscillations
propagating almost perpendicular to the magnetic field,
for which Iw - nWHel »kzvTe' We shall consider the
case when the ion drift velocity relative to the electrons,
vd' is much smaller than the thermal velocity of the
electrons. We then have for the unstable cyclotron
oscillations W ~ k· vd ~ nWHe' so that the wavelength
turns out to be much smaller than the Larmor radius,
kpe ~ nVTe/vd » 1. We can therefore assume in expreSSion (2) that An ~ l/v'1TkP e « 1.
Since the growth increment of the cyclotron oscillations is much larger than the cyclotron frequency of
the ions, we can assume that the ions are not magnetized and use expression (3) for 0 Ei'
A. Kinetic Instability
At IZnl »1, kP e »1, and vd « vTe the dispersion
equation (1) takes the form
T,

~ OlAn(x)

-

1 +k').n'+-(1 +il'nz,W(zi»- ~
T(

---~O,

n=_oo (i) -

(4)

nWHc

where AD = Te/47Tnoe2. If the drift velocity is much
lower than a certain value v d = Yo, where
2 _

Vo -

1 + k'An'
l'n V T e V T i - - - -

(5)

n

then oscillations can be excited by Cerenkov interaction
between the oscillations and the resonant ions.
Recognizing that An « 1, we seek a solution of equation (4) in the form W = nWHe + Au.', where IAWI «nwHe
and IAWI «kvTi' We then obtain
dOl~

,nWHeAn
,zi~(n(o)IIc-kvd)lkvri.
1+ k'An'+(T,ITi) [1+ il'nziW(zi) 1

The growth increment y = 1m

W

(6)

Se"dt.
•

(7)

(8)

where kAD = n~, and ~ == (U.'He/wpe)(vTe/vD)' Obviously, the growth increment (8) decreases with increasing n.
The frequency shift is
Re dOl - Ym (1

=

-kv,

+ k'An') T,
Ta

!

(1

+ k'AD') v"

if Ym.

Using the same estimate for Re w, we find that the condition AW «kvTi for the applicability of expressions
(6)-(8) is satisfied at Ti ~ Te if vd « Yo. Expression
(8) can be used in order of magnitude also when vd ~ Vo,
If T e »T i , the growth increment (7) can increase
abruptly under resonance conditions, when

(9)

where Vs = (Te/md12. Consequently, the considered
resonance corresponds to values of k at which the
branches of the cyclotron and ion-acoustic oscillations
cross. The growth increment (7) for such a resonance is
equal to
(10)
where zi = (Te/2Ti)(1 + k2ADr1.
In the case of the resonance (9), only a small group
of ions, located in the tail of the MaXWellian distribution, takes part in the buildup of the oscillations. We
note that formula (10) is valid only when y « kVTi'
This inequality takes the form
vl~v,'==nvT,vTi(T,ITi)lzde-"',

Izd~1.

(11)

We note that the inequality (11) can be satisfied when
zi »1 only in a narrow region of the parameters, since
vd enters in the right-hand side via zi'
It must be emphasized that since the frequency shift
Re AW vanishes in the case of the resonance (9) and Re AW
> y at T i > Te , it follows that the applicability criteria
vd« Vo and vd« Vl do not coincide when Te ~ Ti' The
"joining" of expressions (8) and (10) for the increments
and of expressions (5) and (11) for the characteristic
velocities is possible only when k 2 AD 'S 1 and n ~ 1.
B. Hydrodynamic Instability
If the drift velocity is high, then coherent excitation
of electron-cyclotron oscillations by the ion beam is
pOSSible, such that y »kvTi' In this case zi » 1 and
the dispersion equation (4) takes the form
2

=0

(Ol-kVd)'

(12)

.

The oscillations most strongly excited are those in
the resonant region, where the branch of the cyclotron
oscillations with frequency
w(k)

_
Vd T,
(
"
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Yma, - O,4--OlTU 1 + k AD) ,
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In order of magnitude at Ti ~ T e , the maximum growth
increment is reached at zi =_2~1/2[1l,12,16J:

f

=

is in this case equal to

,
IjJ (z) ~ 1 - 2ze~"

+ (T, 17'.) (1 + k'Av') = o.

=

nOlH,[1

+ Ani (1 + k'AD') 1

intersects the" beam" branch with frequency
In this case [ 9J
- (

1

m v

'Y = Y3 -_-~~
16l'n m, Vd

)

'I, (

n
1 + k'An'

)'1.

(13)
W

= k· v d'

('}Il,·,

(14)

Expression (14) was obtained from (12) under the
condition
(15)
In addition, it is necessary to stipulate y »kvTi'
which leads to the condition
01 ~ v,' == nVT,oTi(Ti I Te) (1

+ k'An') '.

(16)

If Ti ~ T e' then the condition (16) is more stringent.

On the other hand, if Te
more stringent if Te/Ti

> T i , then condition (15) is
> 1 + k2AD' and (16) is more
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stringent if Te/Ti < 1 + k2AD (this is obviously possibe written in the form
ble only if k\D > 1).
a'
St=-V'i
b+- _ _
If ~ = kAD/n > 1, then the growth increment (14) de16
x
X.L' as'
2/3
creases like n- with increasing n. If ~ < 1, then the
increment increases with increasing number like n 2/3,
+[ b + Un + X.l' (a _
~}.
(19)
x
XZ
x
ax~2'
reaches a maximum value n = n* ~ 1/~ at n < 1/~, and
then decreases like n- 2/3 when n > 1/~. It should be noted
Here vei = 4v'21Tnoe4L/3m~/2~t\l is the frequency of the
that expressions (8) and (14) can be joined at vd ~ vTevTi electron- ion collisions
only if ~ < 1 and n ~ 1.
If an equality opposite to (15) holds, then (12) yields,
a = - :' [ (2x' - 3) ~ <!lex) +
when the reSonance condition (9) is satisfied, the following expression for the increment [9,10,13 ,14J :
b = : ' [ (2x' -1) ~ <!l(x) + e-

3 {(

Un) 1

Un)]

3e-'}
x ].

V=

(_1 me)

.

,Q"

'I,

m,

(17)

(t+k'),v')'/'

x

<!l(x) =

(here Re W = nWlle)' If ~ > 1, then the increment (17)
decreases like lin with increasing n. If ~ < 1, then the
increment increases like n 1 / 2 when n < 1/~, reaches a
minimum at n ~ n*, and decreases like l/n at n > 1/~ .
In addition to the condition vd < V2, it is necessary also
to stipulate Iw - k· vdl ~ Ws »kvT i , i.e., Te
> 2Ti(1 + k2AD)'
In concluding this section we describe the characteristic behavior of the increments as functions of the drift
velocity. The dependence of the growth increment on the
drift velocity vd at Ti > Te and ~ < 1 is shown in Fig.
1. The growth increment in the region

f e-"dt, x=_v_, x.L=2.
(.I

UTe

UT"

We seek the solution in the form of an expanSion in two
parameters: the amplitude of the oscillations and the
collision frequency (the latter is assumed small in comparison with the difference between the natural oscillation frequencies and the cyclotron frequency):
(20)
where the distribution is assumed Maxwellian in the
zeroth approximation in the oscillation amplitude and
in the collision frequency:
(21)

1 ~ v, / (uT,.v,/) ,/, ~ (T, / T.) 'f,

is shown dashed in Fig. 1. In this region, the value of y
can be obtained by numerically solving the dispersion
equation (4).
The dependence of the growth increments on the drift
velocity vd at T e » Ti and ~ < 1 in the hydrodynamic
region is shown in Fig. 2. We note that the condition
~ < 1 signifies vd > vTe(WHe/Wpe)' If ~ > 1, then, according to formulas (7), (8), (10), (14), and (17), the
growth increments decrease sharply in absolute magnitude. The dashed curve in Fig. 2 shows the dependence
of y on vd in the region of small vd' where ~ > 1
(y ~ V~2).

2. CLASSICAL COLLISIONS
We consider the linearized kinetic equation for the
correction to the electron distribution function, with the
collision integral in the Landau form [22J
.
of
e
of.
(18)
- ,(w - kv.l cosS)! - "'/I,.-+-E-= Stf,
riB

m,.

•

+ ikp.L sin S f cose' exp [i

:H. e' - ikp.l sin e' ] de'},

P.l = U.l/WUc, E = - v<jl.

(22)

Finally, for the function f1 ,1 we obtain the equation
(23)
Calculating the perturbations of the charge density
and substituting in the Poisson equation, we obtain an
additional term in the dispersion equation (1):

iJu x

where the linearized Fokker- Planck collision term can

o

The correction f1 ,0 to the distribution function in a
collisionless plasma is linear in the oscillation amplitude and is well known from the theory of linear plasma
Qscillations:

(Te/TiJ'lz Vd/(Vr.vr/iz

FIG. I
FIG. I. Growth increment (formulas (8) and (14)) vs drift velocity
at Ti > Te and ~ < I; 'Yo ~ (me/mi)~WHe·
FIG. 2. Growth increment (formulas (17) and (14) vs drift velocity
at Te ~ Ti and ~ < I.

Let us illustrate the influence of the collisions on the
stability of the plasma in the limiting case vd < ~,
when the role of the collisions is particularly clear.
For the imaginary part of the frequency we obtain in this
case in place of (8) the increment

which contains the large factor (kpe)2. It results from
the fact that the oscillating part of the distribution function contains a factor in the form exp(iklv l/wHe)' Then,
when the collision operator acts on the distribution func-tion, the principal term is the one with the derivative of
the phase shift.
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3. EFFECTIVE COLLISION FREQUENCY IN A
TURBULENT PLASMA
It follows from (25) that the collisions playa stabilizing role that is further enhanced by the additional
factor ~p~. The idea of the approach to the problem of
nonlinear saturation of an instability of this type lies in
the analogy between the role of the ordinary pair collisions and scattering of particles by oscillations that
appear in an unstable plasma [20J . As the instability develops, an anomalous plasma resistance appears, and
consequently also an anomalous collision frequency.
The conductivity is connected with the collision frequency by the relation
(J

=

ne'

(26)

I mVeff.

The turbulent frequency veff of the collisions can be
estimated from the following considerations. As they
cause the oscillations to build up, the electrons lose
momentum. The average momentum lost by the electrons per unit time is
W

k'i 'P. I' ~E (w),,'

=

8n

k

Gu'

(27)

With the aid of (27) we can determine veff in the following manner:
(28)

i.e. ,
(29)

When this effective collision frequency is taken into account in the dispersion equation of the linear theory of
stability, we obtain an additional term in the form (24).
The effective frequency veff enters with the "Pitaevski! factor ," since the reaction of the oscillations on the
plasma distribution should be described by the quasilinear diffusion equation in velocity space. In such an
approach, the entire influence of the nonlinear effects
is reduced by us to an introduction of a certain effective
collision frequency that leads ultimately to stabilization
of the plasma.
A. Plasma with Hot Ions (Kinetic Instability)
If vd < vo, then the instability is connected with the
buildup of electron-cyclotron oscillations by the resonant ions. We have calculated above the increment of the
linear instability with allowance for pair collisions (see
Eq. (25)). We now use the already noted analogy between
the role of ordinary pair collisions and scattering by
the appearing field fluctuations. We can then say that
the instability development leads to an effective collision frequency sufficient to stabilize the instability, i.e.,
(see[20J)
v olI"'O,l

T,[
1-+ (<OflO)'(VT')']-'
--.
(- Vd)' <On,T,

(30)

P.!_

(Uill'

UTI>

The harmonics W = nWHe become stabilized when
veff takes on a value of the order
1
n

V<'JI"";-,

(Vd)' -T
T.
-

UTe

WIle!

I

i.e., the higher-order harmonics are stabilized first.
The most "dangerous" modes are those with

k = nWHe/vd and n = 1. When veff reaches the limiting
value (30), the oscillations at all modes attain saturation.
The connection obtained above between veff and the
turbulence level enables us to estimate the amplitude of
the turbulent pulsations produced in the kinetic-instability regime:
(31)

where W is the energy density of the plasma oscillations
per unit volume. From this we can also obtain an expression for the energy density of the electric field of
the oscillations
WE

=

_1_ '\1 k'i 'P.I'.
16 L.J
,

(32)

B. Hydrodynamic Instability (Large Drift Velocity)
If the current velocity exceeds the value V3 (see (16)),
then hydrodynamic instability of the two-stream type
sets in at Ti > Te' The frequency and the linear growth
increment are determined in this case by the expressions (13) and (14).
Nonlinear stabilization of the instability, as before,
is due to the appearance of effective collisions. Unlike
the kinetic instability, however, collisions with frequencies k2p~veff of the order of the linear increment are
incapable of completely stabilizing the instability, and
can only decrease the increment. With the aid of an
analysis similar to that in Sec. 2, we can find the instability increment during the nonlinear stage.
Using expression (24), we obtain from the dispersion
equation at

the following expression for the increment:
Y = VI. [ 4VL /31'3v'f/k'po,],\

(33)

where YL is the linear increment defined by (14).
When the increment is decreased with increasing
field fluctuations (and this growth continues, albeit at a
slower rate), the ions can enter into resonance with the
oscillations if Y < kVTi. The latter condition constitutes
the condition for the stabilization of the oscillations and
enables us to estimate the effective collision frequency
at which this stabilization sets in. It turns out that the
expression for the effective collision frequency literally
coincides with that calculated for the case of the kinetic
instability (see Eq. (30)). It must be emphasized here
that at such a collision frequency we still have not gone
beyond the limits of applicability of Eq. (33) (i.e.,
k2p~veff < (w - nWHe))' Just as in the case of the
kinetic instability, in the present case the modes with
the large values of n are the first to reach saturation.
C. Hydrodynamic Instability (Low Drift Velocity)
In the case when Te »Ti' the hydrodynamic instability develops with an even larger increment if the
drift velocity is less than V2. The presence of collisions, as will be shown, does not stabilize the instability,
and only decreases the increment. Therefore the instability continues to grow also when k2p~Veff > YL' In
other words, the characteristic time of particle scatter-
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ing by the turbulent pulsations is much shorter than the
oscillation frequency (w - nWHe)'
We can attempt to construct a theory of nonlinear
stability by taking this fact into account from the very
beginning. To this end, the kinetic equation for the particles must be integrated not along the perturbed trajectory in the magnetic field, but by taking into account the
scattering by the turbulent pulsations. For cyclotron
oscillations of an anisotropic plasma this was done
in[21] and the following dispersion equation was obtained:

where oWj{ = w~- nWHe' and J n is a Bessel function.
If k 2 D » Yk' then

Expressing the momentum loss in te:r,:ms of the effective collision frequency, we obtain for the latter the expression
m,
VeJ/=-WH'

T,

,r ('I,)

(39)

--D

IT'

We see that the diffusion coefficient, as expected, is
connected with the collision frequency in classical
fashion:

D=.2 __J_\I
2 I'('I,)

(40)

'

'f!

fl, ,

and consequently a formula for the order of magnitude
of the increment can be obtained also by introducing the
effective collision frequency, as was done earlier.
In the entire analysis of the case of hot electrons, we
did not take into consideration the known ion- sound instability of a plasma without a magnetic field. The approximation of a weak magnetic field is valid for oscillations with wavelength on the order of the Debye
radius, propagating not strictly perpendicular to the
magnetic field. It must be borne in mind, however, that
it has a much larger increment Y ~ (Vd/vTe)wpi> if
(41)

We see from this equation that the instability increment
decreases in inverse proportion to the oscillation amplitude
(36)

The nonlinear instability increment can be expressed
in terms of the linear one as follows:
(37)
where YL is determined by Eq. (17).
The meaning of relation (37) can be explained in the
following manner. The cyclotron resonance of the electrons with the wave is destroyed after a time on the
order of the time required for the particles to diffuse a
distance on the order of the wavelength. Therefore the
time of effective interaction with the wave decreases
with increasing amplitude, and consequently the work of
the particles in the field of the wave also decreases (it
is this work which determines the rate of development
of the instability, i.e., the increment). The instability
increment thus depends on the amplitude, and the growth
of the noise with time is not exponential proportional to
a certain power of the time.
We shall show now that allowance for the diffusion
trajectories of the particles in turbulent fields is
equivalent, within the framework of the instability
theory developed by us, to introducing a certain effective collision frequency into the linear instability theory.
Let us explain how the effective collision frequency is
connected with the diffusion coefficient. Just as before,
the loss of electron momentum due to the emission of
the oscillations can be written in the form (27), where
the oscillation energy is expressed in terms of the
derivative of the dielectric constant defined by (35):
ir.=

adw,k,I<p,I') k'l'p,12
Ow

BIT

(38)

where (J = max(l, O. In this case we can neglect the
instability on the Bernstein modes. In addition, the
weakening of the instability during the nonlinear stage
also makes it important to take into account the anomalous resistance as the result of the development of
ion- sound instability.
CONCLUSION AND DEDUCTIONS
The results of the calculations are conveniently
represented in the form of plots of the instability increments for the harmonic n = 1 against the effective
collision frequency. These plots have the Simplest form
in the case of kinetic instability. The instability saturates at the value of lIeff given by (30) (see Fig. 3).
In the case of hydrodynamic instability at large drift
velocity, there is a region of collision frequencies
where the instability becomes partially weakened,
Y ~ (1/11 ff)1/2, and final stabilization occurs at the
same varue of lIeff as in the case of kinetic instability
(see Fig. 4).
Finally, in a plasma with hot electrons, at a low drift
velocity, the anomalous resistance is due to development

"erdWHe

(.'!!!....)J.!!.,
vre Ti
FIG. :3

FIG. 4

FIG. 3. Growth increment \IS effective frequency in the case of
kinetic instability at Ti <: Te and ~ < 1.
FIG. 4. Growth increment vs effective frequency in the case of hydrodynamic instability atvd >V3, v 2 , ~ < 1, and Ti <:Te·
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r/WH.
"3

(~ ~:t)

(~rr---,

FIG. 5

FIG. 5

FIG. 5. Growth increment vs effective frequency in the case of hydrodynamic instability at Te ~ Ti and V4 < vd < V2'
FIG. 6. Growth increment vs effective frequency in the case of hydrodynamic instability at Te ~ Ti and vd < V2, V4'

of hydrodynamic instability, and goes over in the limit
k2p~Veff > wHe into the k~o.wn ion-sound instability.
In the presence of colhslOns, the modes n = 1,
k = wHe/vd are more difficult to stabilize (see Fig. 5),
but in the limit of developed turbulence, when veff
»WHe(Vd/VTe)2, these modes have a small instability
increment. A more important role in the production of
the anomalous resistance is therefore played by shortwave oscillations 2) with k =
n* = (Wpe/WHe)vd/vTe'
For these oScillations, the transition from the regime
of Bernstein modes into ion-sound oscillations take
place within a shorter time, since the transition occurs
with a smaller value of veff' and consequently with a
lower turbulence level.
It should be noted, however, that the picture in Fig.
5 is valid onl~ if the smallest nonlinear increment
y ~ (me/md 2 wHe is larger than kVTi' In the opposite
case, the oscillations become stabilized when the nonlinear growth increment (36) becomes of the order of
kVTi (see Fig. 6). This occurs when veff
~ (Te/Ti)1/2(Vd/VTe)3WHe' The picture shown in Fig. 6
takes place if vd < V4, where V4 == vTe(Ti/Te)1/2
x (1 + k\b)3/2.
The author is deeply grateful to R. Z. Sagdeev, A. A.
Galeev, and K. N. Stepanov for numerous discussions
of the considered questions and for valuable advice during the course of writing the paper, and also to A. D.
Pataraya for a discussion.

AD'

2)If vd/vTe < wHe/~pe' then the buildup of the resonant electroncyclotron oscillations (k = nWH/vd), which we consider here, becomes
much weaker because kAD ~ 1.
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